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Abstract. Some properties of finite volume Green's functions are obtained, and the
infinite volume limit is shown to exist for the multi-time Green's functions of a dilute Bose
gas, constructed with the operators of the quasi-local algebra (see Theorem IV.5).

0. Introduction and Notations

For our study of a quantum system of identical bosons, we need:

— A Fock-space #?A, associated to each bounded open set A of the

configuration space W\^Λ — φ ^Cίn)> where ^fA

n) = L2

+(An) is the

Hubert space of complex square integrable functions with support in /Γ,
symmetric with respect to the arguments.

— A Hamiltonian HΛy defined from a two-body potential φ depend-
ing on the relative position x e IRV, and satisfying the following properties:

1) φ is a real function, continuous outside of the origin (everywhere
if v = 1).

2) φ is stable: 3 B^O such that V κ > 0 , Vx l 9..., xrteIRv:

U(xί, . . . ,x Λ )= X φix.-Xj}^ -n B.

3) In the end of part III, and in part IV for Theorems 2 and following
we need also that φ is square integrable in the whole space. Then for each

" n2

n >̂ 0, HA

n\ formally equal to — μ - n -f ]Γ —— -f U(xί,..., xn) is a self-

adjoint operator with domain @(HΛ

n}\ bounded from below, defined by

use of the Wiener integral and the Feynmann-Kac formula [1]. Now an
N N

essentially self-adjoint operator is defined by ]Γ tp(n)-> ]Γ HΛ

n)ψ{n)

n = 0 « = 0

where N < oo and ψ(n) e ^{UA

n)\ and the Hamiltonian HΛ is the closure
of this operator with domain Θ(HΛ)= ί\peJίfΛ: V \\HΛ

n)ψ{n) I2 < oo
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In the following we assume μ + B<0 in order to apply some results
quoted in references, and then H^] is a positive operator.

— A density operator on Jf^, in the grand-canonical formation for a
system of particles in thermal equilibrium in A: ρΛ = Z ^ ι exp {— β HΛ}
where ZΛ = Ίr^Λ exp {— βHΛ} and β is the inverse temperature.

— The operators a(φ) and a(φ)*, for any φeL2(Λ0),Λ0QΛ. As
creation and anihilation operators of bosons are unbounded, it is useful
sometimes to work with bounded operators U(φ) which define the
C*-algebra. The operators U(φ) are defined in the following way: for
any φeL2(Λ0), a(φ) -f a(φ)* is symmetric and U(φ) is the exponential of /
times the unique self-adjoint extension. Formally

U(φ) = expi{a(φ) + a(φ)*}.

(The operators U(φ) define the same C*-algebra as the well-known
operators U(φ) = eiφ{φ) and V{φ) = eiπ{φ) with φ real.)

We give now some notations in order to define the finite volume
Green's functions:

if xeW\ yeWv we set A(x,y)= Πα*(χj) Π α ^ )

y = l k=l

if φel}{Λ%), ψeL2(Ar

0) we set A(φ,ψ) = \φ(x) ψ{y)A(x,y)dxdy
P P

if p>0 a n d Σ qt= Σ ri=z^ w e set X = (xί...xp) w h e r e x ί GlR^ ι V

ί = 1 ί = 1 Y = (yi. -yP) w h e r e > e ΐ R r i V

Φ = (φί...φp) where φ{^l}{Λ%)

Ψ = (ψ1...ψp) where ^ e L 2 ^ ^ ) •

If the chemical potential μ is low enough, i.e. if the gas is dilute, then
the following Green's functions are well defined [2] for

1 }, A0QA9

^

Besides Green's functions of creators and anihilators, we shall study
Green's functions constructed with the exponential operators generating
the local C*-algebra. Using these, we work with bounded operators but
we loose linearity with respect to test functions.

Let φ e I}(AO),ΛO QA and U(φ)= exp/{β(φ)-bα(φ)*}. If p > 0 we set
Φ = ( φ 1 , . . . , ψp) where φ{ e L2(A0). Then the following Green's functions
are well defined for ζp e 3 (closure of 3):
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In Sections I, II we study some properties of finite volume Green's
functions of both types GΛ(Φ9 Ψ; ζp) and $Λ{Φ;ζp).

In Sections III, IV we study the corresponding infinite volume limit,
in order to give sense to the multitime infinite volume Green's functions.

I. Finite Volume Green's Functions GΛ(Φ, Ψ; ζp)

In this section, we are interested in the existence, continuity and
analytical properties of GΛ(Φ, Ψ,ζp) with respect to ζp and in the con-
tinuity properties with respect to Φ and Ψ.

Theorem I.I. GΛ(Φ, Ψ; ζp) is an analytic function with respect to
ζp e Θ, which extends to a continuous function on 3).

We shall see, that using the spectral projectors of the particle-number
operators, we can replace first the operators A(φ, ψ) by bounded operators
on ,^fΛ. The corresponding result is given in Lemma 1.2 and will be used
again in Section II.

Lemma 1.2. Let M be a Hubert space, H a positive self-adjoint operator
such that Vβ>0, Z{β) = Ίγ{e~βH} < oo. Let Aί9...,Ap be bounded
operators on Jf. Then G(ζp) = Z(β)~1 Tr {A{ e~iζ2~ζί)H... Ape'iβ + ζl~ζp)H}
is an analytic functions of ζp e Θ which extends to a continuous function
on Q).

Proof of 1.2. H has a discrete spectrum with finite degeneracy; then
e~λH is strongly analytic in the half complex plane Re/, > 0 and strongly
continuous at the boundary. Let {ψi)ieI be a basis of eigenvectors of H,
with Hψi — eιψi and let

G;(ζp) is analytic in 3) and continuous on Θ as we see by the two follow-
ing arguments:

—- F^λ) = (ψ^ A λ e~λχH... e~λp~rHApψi) is a n a l y t i c wi th respect t o
λ = (λ j , . . . , λp) e C p ~x and Re λ{ > 0. This comes from Hartog's theorem [3].

— F^λ) is continuous for Re/, ^ 0. In fact:

k = l \ j = l j=k+l

Using Schwartz's inequality and positiveness of H, we get:

H A P ι ψι d

of Ft(λ) at point μ comes from strong continuity of e~~λH.

where φιk = γ[ Aj e~μ)H APι ψι depends only of point μ. Continuity
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Now, we have G(ζp) = Σ Gf(C
p) where Gi(ζp) is analytic in Q) and con-

tinuous on Q). The uniform convergence of the series expansion of G(ζp)
on Θ completes the proof of the lemma:

let <3Dk = lζpeί%: R e ( ζ k + 1 — ζk)> ~^—\, k<p

jn
p}> 2p\

P _

Then^C [j 9k = 9.

We prove now that the expansion of G(ζp) is normally convergent on
any Q)k. For instance, if ζp e Q)p

P P β_e

\Gi(ζp)\^z{βyιγ\ \\A}\\ e-w+^^-tpVe^zφy1 Π MJ e 2p

7 = 1 7 = 1

and

Proof of I.I. Let £„ be the projector on Jff'; formally we get:

GΛ(Φ,Ψ;ζ")

As HΛ does not change the number of particles, we can replace in each
term of the expansion Aiφ^ψ,) by E^N^+^Aiφ^ψJ E(n_Ntn+N) which
is bounded, and HΛ by

n + N p p

E { n - N , n + N ) H Λ , w i t h E i n _ N t n + N ) = X Ej, a n d N = Σ q t = Σ r t .
Sup{O,π-N} i = l i = l

Using Holder's inequality [7], we find:

S f l ll^π-N.n +
i - 1

p

g Π \\E{n-N.n-
i = l Sup{O,n-iV}

where Z ^ = Ύτ^JEj e " ^ } .
It follows from properties of creation and anihilation operators that:
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Then

ί = l Sup{O,n-N}

As μ + B<0, HΛ is positive and by Lemma 1.2, we know that each
term of the expansion of GΛ(Φ, Ψ;ζp) is analytic in @ί and continuous on
Q). We check now that expansion converges normally, i.e.

n + N

X (n + Nf Σ Z{i]<co.
n^O Sup{O,n-N}

Let z = eβμ and Z ^ = z j β!ί'} It follows from [4] that the expansion
dm

ZΛ(
Z)= Σ zJ Q{Λ n a s a non-zero convergence radius. Then zm —— ZΛ(z)

μo dz
= Σ j(j — 1) •••(/ — m +1) zjQ{{] has the same convergence radius. It is

clear then that V N ̂  0 and V k the expansion ^ (/ + k)NZψ(z) converges

n + N

for \z\ small enough and the same holds for £ (n + N)N £ Z^(z),

concluding the prool.
The following theorem gives a necessary condition to apply the basic

tool of Sections III and IV, namely Vitali's theorem, used to prove the
existence of the infinite volume limit.

Theorem 1.3. GΛ(Φ, Ψ;ζp) is bounded on Re££ and Mn uniformly with
respect to A for μ low enough. Furthermore the family GΛ(Φ, Ψ\ζp) for
any Λ^ΛQ, and for any ζp e R e ^ or ζp e Jίn is an equicontinuous family
of functions of Φ and Ψ.

The set Jέn introduced in [5] has the following definition:

Proof 1.3. Formally we have

It follows from Gruber's results [6, p. 263] that if βp eRe@ and μ low
enough this kernel defines a bounded operator GΛ(βp) on L?(lRNv) such
that

\\GΛ(βη\\^C kN N\, yβp
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Following Ruelle [5], if ζp e Jίn wr split A(φl9ψx) e~
{ζ2~ζi)HΛ

...A(φp,ψp) e-(β + ^~ϊpϊHΛ j n a product of operators:

LH
4 "

LH
4 " Λ

LH LH

eitHΛA(φ,ψ)e-itHΛ-e 4" Λ : e 4" Λ eιtHΛA(φ,ψ)e-ιtHΛ and e~λHΛ

withRe^O.
Using Holder's inequality [7], we get:

where

Furthermore
then

or

^

ι)l2n(qi + ri)']l(\\φi

4 " and

So GΛ(Φ, ^ ςp) is bounded on R e ^ and Jίn uniformly in A and it
follows from linearity that the family of GΛ(Φy Ψ; ζp) for any A2A0

and any ζp e RεΘ or ζp e Jίn is equicontinuous with respect to Φ and Ψ.

II. Finite Volume Green's Functions <3Λ (Φ ζp)

We shall get for Green's functions of exponential results similar to
those in Section I for Green's functions of creators and anihilators.

Theorem II. 1. <$A(Φ\ ζp) is an analytic function with respect to ζp e&
which extends to a continuous function on 2, bounded by 1.

Proof. This follows readily from Lemma 1.2 and \\U(φ)\ = \,
VφeL2'(Λ0).

The proof of equieontinuity with respect to Φ requires some more
technical computation. We first prove the following theorem:

Theorem II.2. The family <$A(Φ\ ζp) for any A2A0 and any βp e R e ^
is an equicontinuous family of functions with respect to Φ, when μ is
low enough.

Proof. Using the formal expansion U(φ) = eiaiφ)* - eia{φ) • e
get:

" 4 - Σ \\ψι\\2 j2N

we

CJ.1\
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where £ ( i V ) runs over all q = (qι,..., qp) and r = (r1,..., rp) in N p such that

1 = 1 i=1 ι = l i = 1

We show now that this expansion oϊ^Λ(Φ; βp) is correct.
Firstly, ^Λ(Φ;βp) = £ ^ v )(Φ;j8 p) where

ve!Np

^ ( Φ ^ H Z ^ T r ^ ί l ^ φ J E ^ ^ ^

and £ v is the projector over the v-particles states. Since HΛEv^v α
with α = - (μ + B) > 0, || (7(φ) £ v ̂ - Λ ^ | | ^ ^ " ^ v and then:

So the expression is absolutely convergent and sums up to ^A(Φ\βp\
because taking the trace and summing up the series commute.

S e c o n d l y '

where
^(v,β,r,(φj ^ = z - 1

and we shall show that this series is absolutely convergent. In view of
that, we consider the definition of U(φ):

ik

U(φ)Ev= £ {a(φ)*

a normally convergent series.
Using normal reordering, we get:

V(φ)Ev= Σ TV Σ Γlr

where Γ\r arises from combinatorics and contractions. This new expan-

fk e-^\W\\i

sion is also norm convergent when taken account of1 V —r1^ = — ~
jt k\ q\r\

and norm estimates of creators and anihilators. Resuming in k we get

This comes out from the well-known algebraic equality: exeY = ex+ Y + iίx>Y] if
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which is also norm convergent and then we can commute the summation
and the trace, and this ends the second part of our proof.

Thirdly we look at the series Σ \^~ G^q'r)(Φ βp). We shall show
v,q,r Q ' }

here that this expansion is absolutely convergent and we shall resume it
up. G{

A

q^r) (Φ, βp) is a finite sum of terms of Gruber's closed loop expansion
(cf. [6], p. 253). A bound of the absolute value of each of those terms gives
us the following estimate:

Then :

ί = l

P

\i = 1

The expansion being absolutely convergent, we have now:

y y 1 -G{ϊq'r)(Φ- βp)= y Y(N) - GΨU
/7 I r f \ • i r / Lu Lu n\γ\

v q, y y ' JVίiO ή,ί" t | . /

and this ends the proof of the expression

~i Σ \\<Pι\\2 j2N

Σ Σ ( N )

Now we can use another bound of Gq

A

r(Φ\ βp), which is independent

of A :\Gq/(Φ',βp)\^C -N\KN [ ] \\φι\\qι + rι (cf. [6], p. 263). This proves

that our expansion of ^A(Φ',βp) is uniformly convergent with respect
to A and βp and then equicontinuity of Gq

A'
r(Φ;βp) with respect to Φ,

for A 2 A0 and βpe Re 2 implies the same property for &Λ(Φ\βp). Q.E.D.

Now we can extend the continuity in Φ for any ζp e Jίn by use of
Holder's inequality:

Theorem II.3. The family <8A(Φ\ ζp) for any A2A0 and any ζp eJίn

is equicontinuous with respect to Φ.

Proof. Let Φ = (φx,..., φp) and Φ' = (φ\,..., φ'p)

p

<? V" \(# ί ' ' \ (& ( ' Ml
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Using Holder's inequality, we get:

121

^ Σ Π I^Hφ^PΠj^^i^l^^'^)^- Σ

where

or

or

and the result follows from Theorem II.2.

In

t/^)] In1

In1

III. Infinite Volume Limit of Green's Functions GΛ(Φ, Ψ;ζp)

In this section, we merely recall some results concerning the infinite
volume limit of Green's functions GΛ(Φ, Ψ,ζΓ). For details, see Ginibre
[1], Gruber [6], Ruelle [2].

If the chemical potential μ is low enough, the following limit exists:

G{Φ, = lim V ζp e 9 .

The convergence is uniform on the compacts oϊ2 and thus, G(Φ,Ψ; ζp)
is analytic in 2.

The multitime Green's functions are obtained for ζp on the
distinguished boundary of 2, and the problem is to prove the con-
vergence of GΛ(Φ, Ψ,ζp) on that part of 2, and possibly to check some
property of continuity, as those obtained for finite volume.

Actually for Fermi systems, Ruelle has recently proved [5] that the
limit Green's function is continuous on 2.

For a dilute Bose gas, we have the following result: G(Φ,Ψ;ζp)
extends to a continuous function on Jin and

Λ-»oo ' " '

the convergence being uniform on the compacts of Jίn.
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This follows from the uniform boundedness of — (Φ, ψ ζp) for

each A and ζpeJin\ the demonstration uses previous Theorem L3 and
Lemma 1 in Ruelle [5]. This needs the stronger condition that the
potential is in L}(\

IV. Infinite Volume Limit of Green's Functions <£A (Φ ζp)

The first result of this section follows from a theorem on functions
of complex variables, and shows that the infinite volume limit of
yΛ(Φ, ζp) exists and is analytic in 3. However the continuity oϊ^Λ(Φ, ζp)
on 3 is so far, of no use, for the infinite volume limit may not exist on the
boundary of 3), and even if it exists, may not extend continuously the
limit in 3).

Actually the continuity will follow from a stronger assumption on
the interaction: we shall assume that the potential function is not only
in Z/flR*) as before but also in L2(ΐRv). Then there exists a uniform bound

d<&Aon the derivatives (Φ; ζp) for any A, ζp e Jίn and particular Φ. The
8ζk

general result will use the equicontinuity proved in Section II.

Theorem IV.1. // the chemical potential is low enough, the following
limit exists for each

ζpE3:^(Φ; ζp) = lim &Λ(Φ, ζp).
ΛL-+00

Furthermore the convergence is uniform on the compacts of 3/ and ^(Φ; ζp)
is analytic in 3).

Proof. For βp e RQ3 we have the expansion as in Section II:

We know from [1] and [6] that the following limit exists for any

βpeRe3: Gq> r(Φ βp) = lim G\ r(Φ βp).

The absolute convergence of the expansion on Re 3) implies the existence of

<g(Φ;βP)= \im<gΛ(Φ Jp).

Then it follows from Vitali's theorem that

exists for any ζpe3; furthermore the convergence is uniform on the
compact of 3) and &(Φ;ζp) is analytic in 3). The next result concerns
the derivatives of &Λ(Φ, ζp) for ζp e Mn.
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Lemma IV.2. Assume that the potential function belongs to ^(W)
nL2(1RV). Let Φ = (φί,..., φp) where φ{ is of class C2 with support in Λo.

Then the derivatives - - (Φ; ζp) are bounded on Jίn uniformly in A.

The proof is similar to the Ruelle's paper one [5].

Proof. We have, using the technique of Lemma 1.2:

Then using Holder's inequality for ζp e ,Mn

= Π \<^(Λ)((Pi)\4'n ' \^'Λ](ψk)\

where

and

Now

where

ίφ/c

Z^lTrrA\[Ui9i)*U(Vl)e 2"

or

z-Λ

ZΛ

or

J
, i (

U(φ,,

ίU(ψ

U(φ,

k),HΛ.

)*e

Γ [ I

β
In

Kφ

HΛ

In

In

la(φ)* + a(φ), HJ("» U(φ)

In1

As the Hamiltonian is given by a two-body interaction, we check
easily that the expansion of \_U(φ), H^ ends dXn — A besides, using the
commutation relations to obtain the Wick ordering of creation and
anihilation operators, we get contractions involving either the free part
of HΛ, or the interaction part. The result is an expression of creation and
anihilation operators smeared with absolutely integrable functions, or
is a constant.

Now we use the fact ([6], p. 270) that the kernels GΛ(X,Y;βp)
defined by:

GΛ(Φ, Ψ βp) =jdXdY GJX, Y βp) Φ(X) ψ(Y)

are bounded functions of X, Y, uniformly in A, when βp e R e ^ is fixed.
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It follows then that ^ ( n ) (φ f c ) is bounded uniformly in Λ, and this
proves the lemma.

The uniform convergence of ^Λ(Φ, ζp) on compacts of 3>, and the
preceeding lemma yield that ^Λ(Φ,ζp) converges on Mn, but we can
get a stronger result.

Lemma IV.3. Let the potential in L}(Uv)nL2(1Rv). Then $(Φ;ζp)
defined on 2 extends to a continuous function on Jin; furthermore ^ ( Φ ; ζp)
is continuous with respect to Φ, uniformly in ζpeJίn and ^(Φ\ζp)
= lim ̂ Λ(Φ;ζp) uniformly on compacts of Jίn.

Proof. We first prove the lemma for Φ = (φl9..., φp), φι e C2 with
support in Λo. Let K be any compact of Jίn\ then for any α > 0 there
exists a compact Kα oi3nJin such that V(p e K, 3ζ/p e Ka: \ζp - ζ/p\ < a
where we use for instance the euclidean distance. Then if ζp e K and
ζ/peK, with \ζp-ζ'p\<(χ

\&jΦ;ζη-yA.(Φ;ζn\s\yΛ(ΦΆp)-yΛ(φ^

The first and third terms are bounded by C a uniformly in A where C
is a bound on the derivatives of Ή A(Φ\ ζp). The second term is arbitrarily
small for any ζ'p eKa if A and A' are large enough. Thus there exists
$(Φ,ζp) = lim gΛ(Φ\ζp) uniformly on compacts of Jin\ the continuity

Λ-*OD

of the limit in Mn follows from Theorem II. 1.
Now using Theorem II.3, we can extend these results to any

Φ = (φ1,...iφp) with φieL2(A0), for the complex functions C 2 with
support in Ao are dense in L2(A0), proving that ^(Φ;ζp) is continuous
with respect to Φ, uniformly in ζp e Jίn.

The last problem is to define the limit on Θ and to check the con-
tinuity. We just give the result, the proof being the same as in [5].

Lemma ΓV.4. Let Φ = (φί,..., φp) be given and Ao chosen large
enough. We assume that 1 ̂  / ̂  p, that K is compact in JR and that ζι + 1,...,ζp

are such that 0 < Re ζι + x < < Re ζp < —- .

Given ε>0 there exists δ>0 such that:

whenever A2AΌ and θh ζt satisfy 0Z e K, ICz + ifyl <δ, 0 < R e C ; < R e ζ / + 1 .
Furthermore^Λ(Φ\ —ίθx,..., -iθι,ζι+1, ...,ζp)hasalimit&(Φ\ —iθ1,...
..., —iθp9ζι + uζp) when A -^ oo uniformly for (θx,..., θt) G KP.
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The main result then follows.

Theorem IV.5. Let the two-body potential be a real even function,
continuous outside of the origin (everywhere if v= 1); assume it has the
stability property and belongs to Lx(IRv)nL2(lRv).

Then, for a Bose gas at low activity, the following limit exists:

where

U(φi) = expi{a(φi)* + a(Ψι)}, φx e L2(Λ0), Λ0QA

2 = {ζp e <£p : Re ζ1 < Re ζ2 < < Re ζp < β + Re ζ 1}.

Furthermore, the convergence is uniform on compacts of 2 and the
limit is continuous on 2.

So we have proved the existence and continuity of the infinite volume
limit multitime Green's functions, constructed with exponential operators,
and so far all the quasi local algebra (defined as the norm closure of the
algebra generated by all U(φ) with φ e L2(IRV) and with compact support).
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